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NDC Survival Bug Out Bag and Cache

This page details the survival kits that are used by the New Dusk Conclave in YE 43.

History

The New Dusk Conclave’s version of the survival kits was created as a result of a discussion amongst
members of the Department of Medical Services staff about what might the civilians and the troops of
the Military need to survive on an unknown hostile world. The discussion came to a head during the early
days of YE 43 after putting everything together and then concluded when they finally agreed on what
needed to be there.

They chose to separate things into something someone could carry, and something that could be
reasonable for a Starship.

Description

The New Dusk Conclave Survival Preparedness Kits are a standardized kit for survival on uncharted
worlds. This Kit follows the examples set in other Survival Kits used by Nepleslia and Yamatai. This kit will
be used by both the Civilians and the Duskerian Legion with the purpose of safety.

This page separates the survival kits into two parts, a Personal survival kit, and a Small craft survival kit.

Personal Survival Kit

Each Personal Survival Kit uses one S6 Travel Backpack which can contain about 56 liters of items. The
items contained within this survival prepared kit are. The pack is also made to be tightly zipped, tear
resistant, and resistant to moisture and heat. This allows the pack to be used for a longer period.

There is 1 module built into the bag, which contains, 3 Sensors 1). As well as 1 Limited
communications transceiver, which can scan for activity. 2)

Included in the kits are 1 instruction book explaining how to survive and 1 to-do list on their
immediate actions.
1 Basic Shield Generator Tier 1 and uses a BW-PC-1B "PowerPak". This is attached to the bag.
1 gallon Water in a camel back pouch located at the inner back of the backpack
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Medical Equipment

Medical equipment is included in the kit for the sole purpose of taking care of injuries. This was precisely
to prepare for the distinct possibility that a possible crash will injure a civilian or soldier. It was merely for
this reason that the medical side of the Survival Kit comes with the following.

One standard medical kit, 3).
Containing stims, disinfectant, and a small vial of medical nanoes
3 Sealant Gel
3 bandages, 3 rolls of gauze bandaging, basic meds, 3 spools of thread and 5 needles 4)

The Medical kit also includes 1 water filtration straws, and 5 water purification tablets
1 Tweezers, and 1 Scalpel
1 Small magnifying glass

Other items

1 S6-Long Combat Knife “Cross”
5 Pack BW-PC-1B "PowerPak"
1 Glow Stick filled with Plasma Jet. The light can last up to a couple months.5)

1 Insulated tarp (folded).
1 External Respiration Kit
1 Strong and sturdy rope with minimum 15.24m, of “paracord” Parachute cord
1 Space Blanket folded
1 Wool blanket about the same size as the Space Blanket folded
1 Virtual Home Sleep software that could connect to the Geist.
2 Flares
A weeks worth of NDC rations.
1 Small utility tool kit
1 1-liter canteen
1 Firestarter kit. 6)

1 Mess kit
1 Cooking tin and 1 utensils
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Small Craft Survival Kit

For this section, each small craft survival kit is contained within a ship similar to BW-RTTS "Bolt". This
includes 6 Personal survival kits as well as the other items that are contained within the ship in a large
sealed hardened case, about 1.2m tall, 2.8m long, and 1.2m wide . These include but aren’t limited to the
following.

1 large tarp
5 BW-PC-1B "PowerPak"
2 Fishing Rod
Honeycomb Fabricator
6 cylinderical cannisters of Water(2gal)
6 Space Blanket
6 wool blankets
1 months worth of S6-SR-A Survival Rations Type A for 6 people.
Virtual Home Sleep software that could connect to the Geist.
Water filtration device
6 Sleeping Bag
A bundle of 8 flares and plasma jet glow sticks each7)

6 cooking tins with utensils, and a plasma powered burner stove
2 rolls of 15.24metre length parachute cord
Plasma Jet powered glow lamp8)

2 alcohol cartridges

Usage

Survival kits, and survival preparedness kits are used in the event of being lost on a uncharted world.
They are used to keep people, in this case survivors safe from harm.

OOC Notes

Charaa created this article on 2020/07/01 22:10.
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This was approved by Andrew on 03/06/2021. 9)

1)

that provide an atmosphere, radiation, and gravitational information about the planet they are on
2)

This is done on both standard contact frequencies and emergency homing beacon
3)

about 6in wide x 5in tall x 2.5in deep pack
4)

the thread and needle can also be used to repair clothes.
5) , 7) , 8)

bioluminescent micro-organisms living in the mixture, feed off alcohol, which in turn feeds the luminous
reaction.
6)

Contains 1 Magnesium bar, and 1 Striker stick
9)
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